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NEW BOOK REVEALS THE LIGHTER, HUMOROUS
SIDE OF THE REAL ESTATE PROFESSION
Atlanta, GA – Ed Howe is credited with saying, “If you don’t learn to laugh at trouble,
you won’t have anything to laugh at when you grow old.” A new book, All In a Day’s
Work for Real Estate Agents: Humorous and Heartwarming Stories (Work Like A Dog
Books, January 2009, $14.95), takes that premise to the extreme with more than 100
real-life stories of funny, uplifting and one-of-a-kind experiences from real estate
agents working in 44 states and Canada.
Believed to be the first of its kind, All In a Day’s Work for Real Estate Agents:
Humorous and Heartwarming Stories is designed to celebrate and honor the real
estate profession. It also demonstrates that Murphy’s Law is alive and well,
particularly in the workplace.
Stories go far beyond the ordinary. Whether it’s an agent asked to be a client’s
birthing coach, disappearing houses, finding dead bodies, or trying to take a listing
where a massive snake has its own bedroom, these are truly one-of-a-kind,
unforgettable experiences. The book features sections with names like Sales Safari,
Caravan Capers, Agent Antics and Reasons Agents Love Their Jobs.
“Real estate professionals have a passion and a dedication to their field that is
both refreshing and touching,” said the book’s author, TC McClenning, who has
worked with real estate agents, handling public relations, marketing consulting and
business writing for nearly 15 years. “And at a time when humor is in short supply all
across this country in real estate and just life in general, this book is meant to be a
respite, a distraction or a mini-vacation if you will from the day-to-day challenges of

selling real estate.”
TC related that agents, as a whole, are an amazing group of people who
sacrifice a lot for their profession, including many evenings, weekends and holidays
to help clients buy or sell real estate. During the course of doing their jobs, many
touching, funny or strange things happen.
“This book is designed to acknowledge the real estate field and all the hardworking people who call this their profession. It’s my hope the finished book will serve
as an escape for agents on those difficult days of setbacks or as a motivator when a
laugh or a little inspiration are needed.”
In addition, Work Like A Dog Books plans to donate a portion of the proceeds
from the sale of each book to charity. Because this first book in the career series
deals with real estate agents who help people find new homes, the publisher will
donate funds to charities that assist with helping homeless families and homeless
pets. Charities being assisted will regularly be updated on the publisher’s website,
www.WorkLikeaDogBooks.com
For more information about this book, to read a couple excerpts online, to
reserve an advance copy of the first printing due out before the end of 2008, or to learn
about other careers to be featured in the All In a Day’s Work series, visit
www.WorkLikeaDogBooks.com or call 706-253-9002.
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